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The purpose of this research is to develop a future vision of the use of Remotely
Piloted Aircraft Systems (RPA) and how they will operate in a manner required
for economical replacement of existing methods and perhaps more importantly
their social acceptance across multiple cultures. Current regulatory constraints
together with technology gaps and social issues, for both manned and unmanned
systems, are challenging the effort to integrate RPAs into the airspace. Airspace
operating rules in both the US and Europe are currently being developed to address these challenges. As RPA dispatch, control and monitoring technology
maturation continues to develop, the involvement of the human element is becoming an area of concern common to both the US and EU must be addressed
both technically and socially. The first step in our research will be to develop a
selected sampling of future operational scenarios involving RPAs. We will then
identify the operational functions required of the RPA to operate economically
and safely in these scenarios across sample cultural environments. Using this
basis of envisioned operations; impacts to airspace navigation rules, levels of
required autonomy and human monitoring, rapid operational deployment, efficient manufacture, self-healing and swarming capabilities of related systems
will be examined.

INTRODUCTION
Carl von Clausewitz defined the fundamental elements of complexity: sensitivity to initial conditions,
interaction between interdependent variables, the presence of feedback cycles, and the ability of a system to
spontaneously adapt to changes in the environment 1. At present, changes are really frequent and there is a
need to quickly adapt and continue, thus, speculation about the future environment of the Unmanned Aerial
Vehicle (UAS) in 2030 is even more challenging.
As an example of the complexities of this technologically defined social shift even the terms used to
define it are not always commonly used. For example, the terms Unmanned Aerial System (UAS) and
Remotely Piloted Aircraft System (RPAS): These terms are not the same even though they are widely used
to define the same technology. While the U.S. commonly refers to them as UAS, Europe has traditionally
talked of Remotely Piloted Aircraft Systems, or RPAS. EASA’s Concept of Operations uses the popular
term “drones.” 2,3 For the purposes of this research the term RPAS was chosen to be used as general reference to the technology except where UAS is used as a reference. Where UAS is used, it will be maintained
to relate to the context of that portion of the research only.
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Current regulatory constraints together with technology gaps and social issues, for both manned and unmanned systems, are challenging the effort to integrate RPAS into the airspace. Airspace operating rules in
both the US and Europe are currently being developed to address these challenges. In an article in Aviation
Today the following was presented regarding broad RPAS acceptance concerns4:
“The integration of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) into civilian airspace presents the next frontier in
the air transportation industry. And it is one that faces numerous technological, regulatory and public
perception issues as it moves forward towards its 2015 deadline.”
The initial inception of this research was based upon findings by Jenkins and Vasigh the authors of the
document The Economic Impact of Unmanned Aircraft Systems Integration in the United States which was
published by the Association of Unmanned Vehicle Systems International (AUVSI)5. In that report the
following applications for UAS were identified: wildfire mapping, agricultural monitoring, disaster management, thermal infrared power line surveys, law enforcement, telecommunications, weather monitoring,
aerial imaging/mapping, television news coverage, sports events, moviemaking, environmental monitoring,
oil and gas exploration; and freight transport.
While all of these areas of applications were identified in the results of their research, Jenkins and Vasigh
found that precision agriculture and public safety were the two most promising commercial and civil markets. Their findings concluded that approximately 90% of the known potential markets for UAS are included in these two areas.
A presentation by van Blyenburgh at a UVS International UAS Seminar in 2012 the distinction of pre,7
ponderance of use was not as clear 6 . While agricultural uses were identified in presented findings, it was
not brought to the forefront among the long list of potential uses of the technology. Likewise, none of the
other uses were identified as prominently important over the others.
Using these findings this research narrowed the initial field of candidate scenarios for use of RPAS from
survey, inspection, delivery, surveillance and agriculture to primarily agriculture and public safety. In order
to fully explore some areas of technology, a divergence was made from these two concerns where necessary. While the other applications of the technology can be expected to mature and grow over time, using
these two primary areas of greatest probable use, a closer look was applied to consider just how these applications might be integrated into the airspaces of the United States and Europe as well as the everyday
life of the users and the local community at large.
It is well known that the militaries of the World are rapidly expanding use of RPAS; however, these applications were disregarded in this research to allow specific focus on non-military application and the related integration concerns. As established by the Shephard News Team in a post-conference report entitled
EDA-EC Conference on Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) recommends a High Level Group, “Military
and civil UAS markets are highly interdependent, with technology developments inevitably driving both.
The Commission and the European Defence Agency are committed at the European level, to closely observe, support and contribute to the evolution of UAS technologies for dual-use purposes”. To underline
this commitment, EDA’s Chief Executive, Alexander Weis, announced ongoing work under the so called
“European Framework Cooperation”, a pragmatic approach by the European Commission, the European
Defense Agency and the European Space Agency to synchronize systematically Research and Technology
investment in their respective frameworks8,9,10.

CURRENT AIRSPACE REGULATORY CONSTRAINTS
After observing the urgent need for a common terminology and understanding, it is important to pay attention to the continuous and substantial growth in terms of traffic and future challenges, such the current
airspace regulatory constraints, exacerbated due to the fragmentation of the airspace and the different rules
in each country/continent. Both the Europe (EU) and United States (US) focused their latest proposed rules
mainly in offering a flexible framework while maintaining the basic safety degree. SESAR in EU and
NextGen87in US are paving the way for the globalization of the systems and their interoperability11.
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In addition, there is a thrilling need coming from the industry and the society that needs to be fed in
some way. Between 2014 and 2015 things have been gaining momentum, the different regulatory bodies
tightened their links and collaborations and different events took place in order to advance in the path towards greater levels of RPAS integration.
There is a fast developing activity in concert with small RPAS for multiple applications, in the European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) countries they are registered 2495 operators and 114 RPAS manufacturers. Those RPAS range from very small to small RPAS with a MTOW < 150 Kg. In addition, 16 countries have national rules, 11 of them are preparing rules but they are not yet harmonized. On the other hand,
General Aviation (GA) and similar organizations should be taken into account. Most GA flights operate at
lower altitudes; they routinely fly into and out of smaller, non-commercial airports and include grass, gravel and water landings12.
The context in which RPAS are growing is complex but tools to assure the level of safety should be
supplied. At industry level, where sometimes there is no traditional aviation background, it is key to connect with aviation partners to learn processes and requirements. At national level it is important to continue
working with a collaborative approach between the different entities such military, JARUS, ICAO, industry
associations for example. In addition it is also essential to collect and analyze data from manufacturers,
users, service providers and operators. A level below, at the regional level, there will need to be a collaborative approach between the States, covering both civil and military expectations and at global level collaboration between governments and the industry (civil and military). On the military side this includes the
European Defense Agency (EDA), NATO, national defense ministries and military airworthiness authorities across the EU, but the paper does not cover their activities13.
Those are some of the outcomes concerning the next steps for the RPAS community derived from the
recent global ICAO RPAS Symposium held in Canada, March 2015 14. Early in March 2015, as a prelude,
took place in Riga (Latvia, EU) a major European event where the aviation community exchanged views on
how, and under which conditions, drones can help create promising new opportunities in Europe, offering
sustainable jobs and new prospects for growth both for the manufacturing industry and for future users of
drones in all sectors of society. The Riga declaration contains a set of principles established to guide the
regulatory framework in Europe15.
The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) is also advancing in their UAS integration plan and is actively collaborating with Europe in paving the way to globalized and common understanding.

US Federal Aviation Regulations
The FAA in the US is responsible for the safety of aircraft operating in the National Airspace System
(NAS). The FAA has taken a slow but determined approach to allowing the legal operation of RPAS in the
US16. The 2012 FAA reauthorization bill began a sincere progression of these efforts. Since that time a
number of actions have been accomplished:


In November 2013 the FAA released the first edition of its roadmap to integrate RPAS flight in the
NAS17. This roadmap describes three phases; accommodation, integration and evolution. These
are similar to the RPA roadmap for the EU18.



Currently, the FAA retains approval authority over all RPAS operations within the NAS. Initially,
any RPAS operation required a Certificate of Authorization (COA) issued by the FAA to operate.
Recent changes in the FAA approach to allowing small RPAS to operate have streamlined this approval process.
On 15th February 2015 FAA released proposed rules for small unmanned aircraft, Small UAS Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM), that have been positively welcomed by general aviation,
manufacturers and airlines19. At present the document is open for comments and it is planned a final rule in the coming years. In addition to the proposed SUAS rules, the FAA published a summary of the major provisions proposed for Part 107. There will be no airworthiness certificates requirement for unmanned aircrafts below 55 lb (25 Kg), nor pilot’s licenses for the operators and
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operations will be restricted to daylight, maximum altitude 500 feet (152 m) above ground level
and a minimum weather visibility of 3 miles (4.8 Km) from control station between other parameters. Companies promoting cargo services will face additional requirements that have not been
made clear. Carriage of cargo was explicitly excluded from the recently released proposed rules by
the FAA20, 21. The document was published for public comment and will be closed 24th April 2015.


One other advancement in the FAA’s work to open the skies to RPAS is the beginning of its use of
the Section 333 exemption. This allows RPAS operators to legally fly their aircraft without formal
FAA airworthiness certification. “By law, any aircraft operation in the national airspace requires a
certificated and registered aircraft, a licensed pilot, and operational approval. Section 333 of the
FAA Modernization and Reform Act of 2012 (FMRA) 22 grants the Secretary of Transportation the
authority to determine whether an airworthiness certificate is required for a UAS to operate safely
in the National Airspace System (NAS)22.”

The Section 333 exemption process has recently been streamlined to allow for “summary grants” that
helps to speed up approval for use of aircraft that have previously reviewed and approved under the Section
333 process. As of 22nd April 2015 214 authorizations have been granted via Section 333 23,24.

European Union Aviation Regulations
Europe presents still a somewhat fragmented regulatory framework and although some important steps
have been taken there is still work to be done. Lately, different European initiatives were launched trying to
converge in this complex context. Opening the European market for RPAS – or the civilian use of drones is therefore an important step towards the aviation market of the future.
In June 2013, the European RPAS Steering Group (ERSG) published the roadmap for the safe integration of civil RPAS into the European aviation system, aiming an initial RPAS integration by 2016. This
Roadmap also has 3 indexes: a Regulatory Approach, a Strategic Research Plan and a Societal Impact. In
addition, in 2014 a couple of studies, one covering third-party liability and insurance requirements and the
other focused to data protection and ethical risks, were prepared for the European Commission (EC) 18.
As a background, the EC has proposed to set new standards to regulate the operations of RPAS. The
new standards will cover safety, security, privacy, data protection, insurance and liability18. In addition,
every country is developing their own set of rules at a different level of maturity, introducing more complexity to the total process. Early March 2015, the Ministry of Transport of Latvia and the Civil Aviation
Agency of Latvia, in cooperation with the EC organized a two-day conference on RPAS, the Riga Summit.
This event was built according the directions given in the EC Communication to the EU Parliament and the
council, in an attempt of a joint European action 25, to exchange views on how, and under which conditions,
drones can help create promising new opportunities in Europe, offering sustainable jobs and new prospects
for growth both for the manufacturing industry and for future users of drones in all sectors of society.
The outcome from the event was the Riga Declaration15, a consensus among EU Member States on
five principles to guide the regulatory RPAS framework in Europe:





Drones need to be treated as new types of aircraft with proportionate rules based on the risk of
each operation.
EU rules for the safe provision of drone services need to be developed now.
Technologies and standards need to be developed for the full integration of drones in the EU airspace.
Public acceptance is key to the growth of drone services.
The operator of a drone is responsible for its use.

The idea is to be able to offer RPAS services everywhere in EU from 2016 onwards, it will be a long
and complex path.
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OPEN

SPECIFIC

-Low risk
-Without involvement of Aviation
Authority
-Limitations (VLOS, Max Altitude,
d from airport and sensitive zones)
-Flight over Populated area is possible if:
-No overflying crowds
-Industry standards (Case of toy
< 500 g)

-Increased risk
-Safety Risk Assessment
-Approved by NAA possibly
supported by Qualified Entities unless approved operator
with privilege
-Operation Authorization with
operations manual
-Concept of accredited body
-Airworthiness of drone and
competence of staff based on
risk assessment

CERTIFIED

-Comparable to manned aviation
-Limit between specific and certified
is not yet defined
-Pending criteria is defined, EASA
accept application in its present
remit
-TC, C of A,Noise Certificate,
Approved Organizations, licenses
(Case of small drones)
-Command and Control and Detect
&Avoid can receive an independent
approval

Figure 1. EASA CONOPS Categories

The organization in charge of the strategy, safety management, the certification of aviation products and
the oversight of approved organizations and EU Member States is the European Union Authority in Aviation Safety (EASA). It was established in 2002 and the headquarters is located in Cologne27 (Germany). In
March 2015 EASA presented its New Regulatory Approach for RPAS, the Concept of Operations
(CONOPS), based on input from users and manufacturers of RPAS. See Figure 1 for details concerning
each category: open’, ‘specific’ and ‘certified’ specific’ and ‘certified’ and the different level of risk and
requirements28.
Concerning the ‘open’ category, small RPAS would be restricted to flying within Visual Line Of Sight
(VLOS) to no higher than 492 feet (150 m) above the ground or water, and outside reserved areas, such as
airports, not required authorization by an aviation authority. EASA states that ‘open’ would be a category
of operation “which can be overseen through the police, as for cars” 21.

Figure 2. EASA Roadmap29
For the ‘specific’ category, the operator will be required to perform a safety risk assessment of the
planned mission, identifying mitigation measures that a national aviation authority would review and ap-
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prove through an operations authorization (OA). Finally, the “certified” category envisions drones that
would fly with manned aircraft in unrestricted airspace. Pilots engaged in this category would require licenses. The airworthiness certificate may or may not also cover the aircraft’s ground control station30, 31.

International Regulations: The International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO)
The International Civil Aviation (ICAO) is a United Nations (UN) agency established in 1944 “to promote safe and orderly development of international civil aviation throughout the world” 32. It is composed
by the EC, representatives of civil national aviation authorities from different countries, as well as the
EASA, JARUS, the European Organization for Civil Aviation Equipment (EUROCAE), EUROCONTROL
and UVS-International. After a period of consultation by delegates of the states, in 2007 it was created the
ICAO UAS Study Group (UASSG), now called Remotely-Piloted Aircraft Systems Panel (RPASP), in
charge of developing regulations for the safe integration of RPAS in the non-segregated airspace33. ICAO
RPAS objectives are focused in the integration into non-segregated airspace and aerodromes, to maintain
existing level of safety for manned aviation and to minimize impact on the environment 34.
Two key publications have resulted from the group: one is the already known ICAO Circular 328 on
Unmanned Aircraft Systems and the other is the recently published ICAO RPAS Guidance Manual 35 during the ICAO RPAS Symposium, held on 23-25 March at headquarters in Montreal, Canada. This document shows how the existing regulatory framework that was developed for manned aviation could be applied to unmanned aircraft and needed changes. Ms. Leslie Cary, ICAO’s RPAS programme manager and
RPAS Panel Secretary, noted that the manual “serves as an educational tool for states, industry, service
providers and other stakeholders on most of the topics that comprise the regulatory framework” 36 .
This manual provides information relevant to the introduction of RPAS into non-segregated airspace
and at aerodromes, including discussion of airworthiness, operations, licensing, air traffic management,
command and control, detect and avoid, safety management, as well as legal and security issues 32.

Figure 2. EU RPAS Regulatory System37
Four different timeframes in 6-year increments through 2030 are planned under what is called ‘Aviation
System Block Upgrades’ (ASBU): Module No B1, implementation of basic procedures for operating RPA
in non-segregated space (available 2018); Module No B2, refined operational procedures that will cover
lost C2 link and detect and avoid technologies (to be available 2024); and Module No B3, RPA should be
able to operate on the aerodrome surface and in non-segregated airspace just like any other aircraft38.
End 2014 it was determined that the Joint Authorities for Rulemaking on Unmanned Systems (JARUS)
, a group of experts from the NAAs and regional aviation safety organizations would take the lead and be
the interface between the different actors.
39
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TECHNOLOGY GAPS
Several research studies have been performed by different organizations to cover the present technological gaps and there is a need to take into account all the actors, the regulators, the national authorities
and the pilot’s community. The International Council of Aircraft Owner (IAOPA) states that challenges to
be addressed are sense and avoid RPAS pilot and aircraft certification standards, lost link and frequency
40,80,81,82
spectrum integrity and autonomous operations
. The Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association
(AOPA) published a set of videos commenting the recent published NPRN by FAA83. AOPA stresses that
there is a need to not endanger the manned aircrafts, that enforcements is another point to take into account,
and lastly, but not less important, on the contrary, education. In that sense, the Association for Unmanned
Vehicle Systems International (AUVSI) partnered with Academy of Model Aeronautics (AMA) launched
84
the campaign “Know Before You Fly” .
The International Federation of Air Line Pilots Associations (IFALPA) also agrees that some works
needs to be done before RPAS could fly safely in an airspace together with manned flights and they recently expressed their concerns during the global ICAO RPAS Symposium 86. Another recent example is the
report generated by the US Government Accountability Office (GAO) about efforts toward the integration
into the NAS and also about the remaining tasks. 70 In a report prepared by NASA41 with the results presented in a presentation on August 5, 2010 before the Aeronautics and Space Engineering Board National
Research Council, Mr. Jeff Bauer presented a number of challenges for UAS in the National Airspace System:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Ensuring separation assurance (sense and avoid – obstacles, weather, etc.)
Ensuring adequate collision avoidance
Ensuring robust and secure communications technologies
Solving the constraints of frequency spectrum allocation
Developing robust Pilot Aircraft Interfaces (PAI)
Developing ground control station standards
Developing Ground Control Stations (GCSs) modifications for NAS compliance
Defining airworthiness and operational standards
Defining pilot certifications requirements
Developing certification standards for automated systems
Defining appropriate level of safety through systematic safety analysis
Developing certification standards for a wide range and/or type of UAS
Developing integrated solutions for off-nominal operations
Defining operational requirements for current and future missions sets
Defining display requirements for aircraft registration numbers
Defining UAS lighting requirements
Defining right-of-way procedures
Developing surface operations procedures

This NASA report presents a broad span of eighteen concerns. The regulatory requirements for UAS
are exactly the same “Rules of Air” as manned aircraft, this includes a requirement to ‘see and avoid’ other
air operations. This research focused on collision avoidance concerns. The first two of the list of eighteen
areas of this research were further concentrated to “sense and avoid” and “assuring collision avoidance”.
The sense-and-avoid challenges for small and micro unmanned aircraft are potentially very different
from those facing larger High Altitude Long Endurance (HALE) or Medium Altitude Long Endurance
42
(MALE) operations . RPAS do not have an onboard human operator with natural vision to comply with
requirements of Title Code of Federal Regulations (14 CFR), Part 91, §91.113, §91.181, and §91.111(a),
there is a need then to develop an acceptable means of compliance with equivalent (or better) level of safety. Further research into the task of sense and avoid revealed four areas of research being performed by
NASA’s Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS) Integration in the National Airspace (NAS) Project, Aero43
nautics and Space Engineering Board National Research Council. In a 2010 report described as:
1.

Tactical Separation Assurance Safety Systems
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2.
3.
4.

Off-Nominal Procedures and Automation
Safety Effects of UAS Inclusion
Required Collision Avoidance System Performance
44

In 2008 Geyer, Singh and Chamberlain stated : “A see-and-avoid (SA) paradigm will require solutions
in three main categories. 1) a systems-level analysis provides the requirements for the sub-components, as
well as how they interact to achieve the SA task. 2) a sensory system that is able to detect and correctly
interpret dangerous situations, 3) a control system must guide the aircraft on a collision-free course”.
In their summary of findings, these researchers determined the capabilities of a RPAS to safely fly in
the airspace system must “meet that of a human pilot”. In their report it was stated that a “general agreement” as to what this means is that “all aircraft (manned and unmanned) are responsible for maintaining at
least 500 ft clearance to any other aircraft in the vicinity without requiring that a cooperative system of
communication is possible between the two aircraft.” It was further identified in their findings that existing
sensors (in 2008) that can reliably sense other non-cooperative aircraft were not feasible for many RPAS
because of their weight, size and power (SWaP) requirements. The technology at the time was not available to meet the requirements. This report also stated that the sensor that did meet the RPAS integration
requirements were not always reliable in detecting targets. The resulting observation was that “a viable
system will likely need several modes of sensing to meeting the reliability requirements (both for false positives and false negatives) while operating in a wide range of environmental conditions.”
While it is one thing for sensors to detect another object that could become a collision risk, that detection cycle must be completed in time for the collision to actually be avoided. Regarding this requirement,
Geyer, Singh and Chamberlain found the following regarding the determination of this sense and react cycle completion. “The amount of time needed to perform an avoidance maneuver is independent of the velocities of the vehicles and depends only on the maximum banking angle of the aircraft performing the maneuver. For most aircraft operating in NAS, as well as UAVs, the cruise speed is correlated with the size of
the vehicle. Therefore, we show that smaller vehicles—which are harder to detect—need not be detected at
ranges currently speciﬁed in order to safely avoid them. • If someday aircraft exceed current size vs. speed
trends, i.e. an extremely fast and small general aviation vehicle is developed, we would expect the manned
43,44
collision avoidance capability of the current NAS “system” to be less safe than it currently is.”
45

In Literature Review on Detect, Sense, and Avoid Technology for Unmanned Aircraft Systems , a
summary of the technology approaches was presented. The color green indicates where the particular technology would satisfy the individual DSA requirement (e.g., instrument meteorological conditions (IMC),
day, night, etc.), and the color yellow is where shortfalls exist.

In this report it was determined “One single approach may not be adequate for the DSA requirement on
an RPAS. Where the RPAS is operated, its size, and the SWaP of the technology, along with the technology capabilities should be considered when determining a DSA suite. The vocabulary associated with signal
detection theory, such as the number of false hits and sensitivity of the system, will provide a mechanism to
communicate among constituents and users on part of the DSA specification or requirement. According to
Geyer, Singh and Chamberlain, another component of this detection and reaction cycle is in the actual size
of the object to be detected. Two key components of this detection were the proportionate number of pixels
in a craft’s silhouette and arc-width. Like the FAA report Geyer, Singh and Chamberlain found that sen-
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sors used in collision avoidance systems involves the actual sensory device (such as a camera), while perception is the method of processing the provided by the sensors to identify threats.
The systems can be passive (don’t emit energy), active (bounce energy off a target), or a hybrid combi54
nation of both: Electro-Optics, Infrared, Acoustic, LIDAR, or Radar .
In July 2003, members of the Association for Unmanned Vehicle Systems International (AUVSI) and
other interested parties voted to create through ASTM International (an international standards body) the
International Committee F38 on UAS Systems. In 2004, this committee released standard F2411-04 which
proposed requirements for sense-and-avoid systems. F2411 deﬁned classes of S&A systems, as well as
functional and non-functional requirements for collision detection. The F2411 standard also deﬁnes three
classes of S&A systems based on their sense and avoid capabilities, and where and how they apply them:




Class 1 (Pilot-in-the-loop): A system that warns a remote operator of a potential collision with another vehicle. The remote operator is responsible for evasive maneuvers.
Class 2 (Automated air): In addition to detecting threats, a Class 2 system initiates a maneuver to
avoid a potential mid-air collision or near mid-air collision autonomously.
Class 3 (Automated Air and Surface): Class 3 systems have the additional capability of detecting
and avoiding collisions with vehicles while taxiing on the runway.

The results of this work concluded with presentation of a hypothetical sequence of events that would
occur in the time beginning at when a target is ﬁrst detected, and the time when the maneuver is completed
to avoid the threat of collision. These events were described as:




Detect and track: A period during which targets are detected, then tracked to decide whether they
are a threat.
Warn the operator: The minimum time needed to warn the remote operator that there is the threat
of a collision, and that either the operator should take action, or should conﬁrm that the aerial vehicle should take evasive action according to a plan made on its own.
Evasive maneuver: During this stage the vehicle initiates a turn, and executes it to avoid a collision. The vehicle has either on its own, or because of approval by the remote operator, determined
to execute a maneuver so as to avoid the possibility of colliding with another vehicle or threat.

In order to narrow our research regarding current activities and future capabilities growth we focused
the remaining effort on radar and infrared sensors. One other consideration is the logic applied to use the
sensor information to command the aircraft to maneuver. While it is important to sense a potential collision target, to decide how to maneuver around it is the second function required.


Avoid Command/Maneuver Logic/Function: Current research and development activities are focusing on these same methods of sense and avoid.
46

In an April 2014 Aviation Today article , Craig Woolsey, Director of the Virginia Center for Autonomous Systems and a Virginia Tech research professor stated, “Some speculated Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast (ADS-B) radar technology would be a partial solution, but exemptions for gliders,
ultralights and other aircraft meant too many “invisible” aircraft UAVs would be unable to sense and
avoid obstacles.”
47

In an interview with company president Tony Albanese of Gryphon Sensors’ he stated its new subsidiary SRC Inc. will focus on developing ground-based radar for UAS sense-and-avoid technology in the
civilian market. Albanese believes that because the FAA has so much experience with radar, it’s likely the
agency will look to ground-based radar as a UAS sense-and-avoid solution. He stressed that there are technical issues to overcome. “This mission is very, very difficult because we’re focused on the very small
UASs,” he noted. “These are very small, very slow, very low to the ground. The challenges there are very
difficult because you have a lot of environmental factors that you have to deal with like birds, for example,
that look to a radar like these really small UASs.” The ultimate goal is create an environment in which
many UAVs can safely operate.
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NASA is working to develop a data link for command and control of civil unmanned aircraft. This
work is entering the final stages, with NASA and Rockwell Collins planning to flight-test a fifth and final
generation of prototype waveform this summer. Research on the Control and Non-payload communications (CNPC) data link is support efforts by avionics standards developer RTCA to define a C-band and Lband frequency spectrum reserved for unmanned aircraft systems (UAS). RTCA Special Committee (SC)
228 is developing minimum operational performance standards (MOPS) for the civil-certifiable C2 link.
Final requirements for the MOPS are expected this month, allowing Rockwell Collins to begin design of
48,49,50
the fifth and final spiral of the CNPC waveform.”
Another area of current research includes the idea of Agile UAVs. Aviation Week and Space Technol51
ogy reported on an experiment being conducted at the University of Washington’s Department of Biology, where the Air Force has established the Center of Excellence on Nature-Inspired Flight Technologies
and Ideas (Nifti), with up to $9 million in funding over the next six years. “Basically, the ability of biological flyers to navigate through cluttered environments far outstrips any engineered device we are currently
able to produce,” says researcher Yonatan Munk. Agile micro-UAVs could be used for search and rescue,
explosives detection and atmospheric monitoring. In the experiment, the moth is suspended in front of a
curved screen showing a movie of obstacles heading its way and a computer tracks the insect’s maneuvers,
including its nerve impulses, as it navigates through the virtual forest. “Our goal is to reverse-engineer
how natural systems accomplish challenging tasks,” says center director Tom Daniel. The center is focusing on “how biology solves problems of control, complex maneuvering and manipulation,” he says.
Using the concepts presented in these specific areas of research the most effective approach to ensuring
an RPAS maintains sufficient awareness of its environment and can make predictable decisions regarding
collision avoidance may be on-board radar. However, even radar does not provide a full scope of awareness at a level required to safely operate in national airspace. Using the research performed by the FAA’s
General Aviation Center of Excellence the idea of a single source sensor may not be the best approach.
These results would appear to substantiate the idea that if an on-board radar were complimented with an
on-board IR sensor the full range of detection could be addressed. These systems complimented with some
sort of “NextGen” Navigation capability where each RPA not only transmits its position using GPS location information but also receives the same sort of information from other aircraft in the area may be the
answer to the sense and avoid issue. However, research and develop investments will continue to need to
be made to achieve the needed safety along with Size, Weight and Power requirements of the smaller RPA
systems.

HUMAN FACTORS: A FOCUS ON THE REMOTE PILOT
The integration of RPAS into the airspace, from small to High Altitude Long Endurance (HALE) systems, may be held back more by a lack of attention to human factors than by technological hurdles. This
52, 53, 42
appreciation increases as the words automation and interconnection are becoming widely used.
A failure to adequately consider those human aspects could lead to avoidable accidents that can compromise not only lives but lower the public reliance in those systems, adding difficulty to their insertion. A.
Hobbs R.J. Shively observed that there has been a shift in how the community perceive safety and reliability the use of lessons learned from accidents and incidents when fielding an undeveloped system to enhance
it are no longer considered acceptable. Percentages may vary but it seems that 60-80% of aviation accidents
55
are due, at least in part, due to human error and after the take-off of RPAS, it remains the principal cause
of RPAS crashes. Furthermore, there is currently no incident and accident reporting system for RPAS occurrence in the civilian sector. In April 2015, a UK CAA National Qualified Entity (NQE) training organi56
zation launched a RPAS portal to tackle with the day to day activities of the pilots and operators .
Critical human factors areas include pilot certifications, operational requirements, flight procedures and
safety management systems. Some of the fields under development are: GCS standards & database compatibility detect and avoid, ergonomics, reduced sensory cues, handovers between control stations, Air
Traffic Management issues, latencies, flight termination considerations, management of the data link and
57
the potential for loss of link and workload management . The design of Ground Control Stations (GCS)
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human-system interfaces are an important leg of human factors. Generally these interfaces have not been as
adequate as desired; sometimes this could be due to a failure in the existing regulation or in the human factors standard. Ground control stations (GCSs) range from sophisticated purpose built shelter trailers or control facilities, to commercial off-the-shelf laptop computers.

Figure 3. GCS
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42,52

NASA is developing a set of GCS human factors guidelines
building them upon previous infor58
mation from NATO, ICAO, FAA, EUROCONTROL, EASA and other sources (Figure 3).

Figure 4. Human Factors: A focus on the remote pilot

59

Figure 4 presents the different human factors assessments focused on the remote pilot and the different
areas to take care of: Responsibilities/coordination, knowledge, skills, personal traits, information needs,
system support, working environment and staffing.
Figure 5 presents a model developed by the human factors team of RTCA- SC-203 where the pilot is
considered the central piece of the RPAS, interacting with other components of the system through the
GCS. Depending on the different parameters the level of interaction will be particular so the tasks that will
be performed.
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There is a need in elaborating human factor guidelines for the GCS in order to ensure the proper opera42
tion of the UAS, facilitating their integration in the airspace .

Figure 5. Proposed pilot-centered model of a UAS 42

ENVISIONED AIRSPACE USE REQUIREMENTS FOR UNMANNED AIRCRAFT
In 2004, Matthew DeGarmo and Gregory M. Nelson of the MITRE Corporation release the results of a
study, Prospective Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Operations in the Future National Airspace System, related to
definition of special airspace use requirements for RPAS. In that study the authors explored seven different
RPAS use scenarios. These scenarios included situations where stratospheric airships down to tactical law
enforcement were needed for RPAS operations. They concluded that “the very dynamic nature of the field
also creates a significant amount of uncertainty. The wide range of UAV physical and performance characteristics, many of which will be very unlike any current aircraft, will place additional challenges on an air
traffic management system, and that “The information management system, through shared situational
awareness, will allow all users of the NAS to know the location and intent of other aircraft (both manned
and unmanned). The data provided by the system will also be a vital component to the functioning of autonomous systems embedded in UAVs and other advanced, data-dependent aircraft of the future.” 72
This research provides a picture of the necessity for airspace use and control of the future to be flexible
and have the ability to use a number of methods to monitor and control all aircraft whether they are manned
or unmanned and have the ability to integrate all operations without special authorization procedures.

A LOOK AHEAD 2030: FUTURE ADVANCES
To look at how RPAS could be used in the 2030 timeframe areas of autonomy, deployment, swarming,
health monitoring and self-healing, materials and processes were investigated.
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Levels of required autonomy and human monitoring
What activities cannot be performed autonomously today? When is human intervention required? What
limits the use of autonomy? How might we overcome those limits and expand the use of autonomy in the
near term as well as over the next 2 decades?
Autonomy characteristic is defined with how much command, control and feedback is needed to accomplish the mission, and although there is not an agreed definition, it is seen as the degree of RPA independence from human control. Technology of autonomy is advancing rapidly and as Lt Gen David Deptula,
USAF, said in 2009: “Technologically, we can take [RPA autonomy] pretty far, but it won’t be technology
that is the limiting factor; it will be policy. . . .” 60 and also social in another corner, but the main question if
it is desirable. Some other examples are the autonomous car from Google, robotics and automation in ports
and mines...so it is feasible but, in addition to reduced costs, this characteristic also impacts the safety and
security of the mission61.

Figure 6. The 3 dimensions of autonomy

Figure 6 presents the other characteristics that define autonomy: mission complexity and environmental
complexity resulting in a multidimensional definition. In that autonomy scenario RPAS will need more
robust communications, Sense and Avoid sensors processing must be fast, automated messaging system
between the RPA and the ATC, between others. As commented in the Human Factors section, information
overload is one of the issues that the Pilot in Command must deal with. With that respect, autonomy could
be an advantage as the RPA would give autonomous decision aid to handle such amount of information.
60

Regarding high level of autonomy Michael Leahy from Northrop Grumman affirms: “The ability [of
an RPA] to go in, route around threats like ground radars, integrated air defense systems, and other
threats, to then recognize those threats and retask itself, has already at some levels been demonstrated and
is today in the prototyping stages.” Recently, end 2014, DoD signed the agreement to perform and sponsor
62
research covering this topic trying to advance in this type of technology and complexities.
It will be important to develop computer simulations and testing scenarios in order to gain trust in the
autonomous RPA operations. In parallel, artificial intelligence (AI) development for RPAS seems to be in
63, 64
some roadmaps and this will inevitably converge in ethical and legal concerns.
Rapid operational deployment
On December 2, 2013 Fox News published a story about Amazon’s efforts to establish a capability to
65
deliver packages using RPAS. In that story, Amazon CEO Jeff Bezos stated : “you come and get your
package and we can do half-hour deliveries”. If the goal for Amazon is to make quick deliveries to its customers, the ability to load and fly the RPAS making the deliver must be minimized. In the recent article
about Amazon’s much touted efforts to deliver packages using RPAS, separating Hype from Reality on
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Amazon’s Drones the idea is presented that packages can be delivered much faster and more economical
66
than using standard delivery trucks.
The idea of rapid, low-cost delivery service is far from new, so the idea of using RPAS for this task can
be concluded quickly. However, in today’s environment of operational constraints related to RPAS over
populated areas, close to people, beyond line of sight and with at least one person and in some cased more
than one person required for a particular flight the use of RPAS to deliver packages and to the expectation
this can be done quickly and more cost effectively than by current ground deliver methods is suspect.
Swarming
Increased use of autonomous behaviors such as Mid-Air Collision (MAC) may provide a means to
achieve efficiencies and enable technology growth for advanced concepts such as swarming and Manned67,71
Unmanned (MUM) teaming
.
The U.S. Air Force is looking to develop unmanned aircraft that introduce a new set of capabilities not
available with humans in the cockpit. Among these many future possibilities are transformer-type vehicles
that split into separate flying segments and then reattach when their mission is completed. The US DoD is
also working in architectures considering opportunities such as: the use of large numbers of simple, low
cost (i.e. "disposable responsive") objects vs. small numbers of complex (multi-functional) objects; use of
"downloadable'· functionality (e.g. apps) to repurpose basic platforms; and an ability to vary the degree of
autonomy vs. human supervision/control for specific missions rather than developing mission-specific plat62, 68,69
forms
.
System Health Monitoring
For future RPAS to be considered reliable enough to operate autonomously with minimal human monitoring they must prove that the system itself can monitor and manage its own operating condition and make
decisions based upon those conditions. W. Glover, J. Cross, A. Lucas, C. Stecki, and J. Stecki discuss this
consideration in their The Use of Prognostic Health Management for Autonomous Unmanned Air Systems
research prepared for Annual Conference of the Prognostics and Health Management (PHM) Society held
in 2010. In their work, they noted that not only was the idea of this function as a part of the system operation, but also the requirement for the capability to perform this function to be considered during the initial
system design. In this work it was conceptualized that, “The PHM function proposed in this paper aims to
eliminate this problem by applying reasoning, equivalent to that of a human crew. The reasoning system is
able assess the sensor readings and determine if they are only fluctuations, avoiding unnecessary shutdowns and dispatch delays.” The authors concluded that this sort of system must be implemented for autonomous systems to operate successfully.
While they are other dissertations out there it is important to assure a basic and system robust health
monitoring. Trajectory Based Operations (TBO) will be then the main mechanism for managing traffic in
NextGen and in SESAR, allowing the creation, exchange and execution of four-dimensional trajectories
(4DTs). There has been some past research projects dealing with these concepts i.e. REACT project that
73
was based in the Aircraft Intent Data Language (AIDL) developed by Boeing .
Design, Materials and Manufacturing
Systems seek plug-n-play architectures, modularity, standardize components and interfaces. In addition
systems need to be more efficient in terms of maintainability, operability (human-system integration) and
energy saving.
Innovations and developments in wearables, nanotechnology (nanotubes, graphene, nanowires…), meta-materials (could enhance RPAS vision), bio-inspired, self-growing and self-healing materials are very
promising. On the other hand, rapid prototyping test environments, low cost manufacturing processes (i.e.
additive) will make the different and allow standardization in the processes74,75.
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THE ECONOMIC TIPPING POINT
As RPAS regulations converge to a point, the industry needs to take off in a safe and coherent way.
Global economy situation is not helping but a balanced path should be defined in order to spur the economy
and to bring new jobs to the market without laying apart safety and other concerns such privacy and liability. Costs will be one of the main drivers together with human factors, covered above, and safety. With
these points in mind, what is required to fly a RPAS? What will the costs truly be?
To begin developing some thoughts on this question exploration of current operations and average industry costs is performed.

Current Costs


Aircraft: Current costs of RPAs are very wide ranging. Here are some examples:

 Sampling from UAV Drones for sale77.

Table 1. Cost Analysis: Fixed – Rotary


In order to give a single example of the average initial investment cost of the aircraft system
without distinction of rotary or fixed wing, an average cost of the two based on the sampling
above gives an average initial cost of $25,357. Given typical technology rollover and wear
and tear on equipment, an average replacement period of every 4 years this investment can be
amortized over a predicted number of flights to determine an average per flight hour cost. If
the aircraft were to be flown one flight every 3 days over each year on the average, this would
result in 121.6 flights per year. Over 4 years, this would result in 486.4 total flights. In this
example this results in a $52.13 per flight for a replacement cost of the equipment.
o

Pilot:
 According to Aviation Schools online, the average RPA pilot in the US is paid between $30,000 and $70,000 per year76.
 Using the Mean of this salary range, the average RPA pilot could be expected to be
paid $50,000 per year. Based on a normal 2080 hour work year, the average hourly
wage would be $24.04. Using a modest 1.5 rate multiple to pay for payroll taxes, insurance, fringe benefits, employer profit, etc, this hourly rate becomes $36.06.

 Using this average hourly wage rate, a cost scale can be developed to determine the
cost of the pilot for flying an RPA to perform any task over time .
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o

o

o

Observer:
 The average wage for an observer is not readily available, but using the same average rate as for the pilot above, each observer could add another $36.06 per hour of
operation. There could be more than one observer required.
Payload Operator:
 The average wage for a payload operator is not readily available, but using the same
average rate as for the pilot above, each observer could add another $36.06 per hour
of operation. There could be more than one observer required.
Insurance costs - unknowns - no industry experience data available:
 Based on industry standards for manned commercial operating insurance, the cost
could range from $6,000 to $12,000 per year. Choosing an average of $9000 per
year and the number of flights per year as described above results in a cost of $49.34
per flight78.

Another thing to take into account is the limited range and altitude: In the US, the FAA’s 8900.227 and
FAA 8900.1 vol. 16, ch. 4, sec. 1 & 4 require RPAs to remain within Line of Sight (LOS) and below 400
feet above the ground. Additionally, most RPAs that can take-off and land vertically are dependent upon
batteries for power. The longest flight time these aircraft are typically capable of flying at this time is between 15 and 45 minutes. Even at a ground speed of 50 nautical miles per hour (kts) the round trip distance
is going to be limited to about 20 miles, given some reserve to ensure the trip is completed safely.
About payload accommodation, currently, most RPAs are built to carry a specific payload such as a
camera, or some similar sensor. While some have been modified to carry a cargo type payload, most will
have to be redesigned or retrofitted with a standardized cargo container, or cargo fastening device that can
easily be loaded and unloaded. The delivery end will need to be automated to avoid handling of the aircraft
by untrained and most likely uncaring persons. Concerning automation, no reference to full automation of
this process was found during this research.
Current aircraft design will be required manual dispatch of the aircraft as well as its retrieval. As evidenced above, for the operators human labor can be not so affordable. Even if the cost of trained personnel
handling the aircraft and loading and retrieving and preparing for reuse are paid half of what the pilot is
paid the cost can easily be as much as $144.24 per 8 hour work shift. The question becomes how many
turnarounds of the aircraft can be accomplished by a single employee during an 8 hour shift?
Using the above introduction of current costs of a system as an example baseline, future and tolerable
costs are considered in the following paragraphs.

Future Costs
In order for future RPA operations to be cost effective, a number of technology applications will be required to reconsider the amount of human involvement in the operations such as that described above. Safety first…
Autonomous Operations. Autonomous operations must be safe, effective and reliable so that a human is
required only to monitor the overall operation. The RPAs will dispatch, load, flight plan, travel, unload (or
perform its assigned task), return and prepare for re-dispatch with no, or very little human involvement. In
this scenario, one human may one day monitor many RPAs without being required to actively operate individual units. The monitoring human would become involved only when a system or aircraft announces that
it requires attention.
Standardized Payload Accommodation. To accommodate automated loading processes, a standardized
payload may be developed to fit into the payload receptacle of the aircraft with no intervention by humans.
And upon arrival to its destination or work area, the RPAS payload must deploy, unload, or begin work
using preprogrammed logic and self-determining precision of meeting all flight, pattern, landing and/or
discharge of the payload or sensor system.
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Autonomous Dispatching. Using computer technology for mission planning, or order loading and deliver in the case of package delivery, the process may be established so that that it is performed by the original
requiring entity. In the case of package delivery, this entity would be the product ordering person. In some
cases, this might not even be a person. It could be a manufacturing machine that has sensed low stock on a
particular item used in an assembly line process. In the case of a field survey to determine a crop condition
the ordering may be triggered by a remote sensing of a crop, soil or an onsite processing machine that has
found a condition that does not meet all the requirements to be considered to be satisfactory.

Tolerable Costs
Based upon RPAS delivery cost, to include all of the required mission functions, the final determination
of what premium will be considered acceptable will be based up comparing that cost to some other method
of safely accomplishing the mission. If the cost of the RPAS operation cannot be reduced to a level below
the cost of accomplishing the same mission using more human labor or some other method the use of
RPAS may not achieve its envisioned end state of taking on many mundane tasks as thought possible.

Summary of Costs
The scenario could be a swarm of RPA´s autonomous in nature and one or two operators controlling
and updating them all or individually as needed i.e., swarm theory can also be swarms of deliveries, aircraft
flying, search patterns, spraying fields, mapping, etc. It would be critical for the organizational processes
to be modeled and remodeled to get the best possible output in terms of return on investment in terms of
time.
RPA Cost Summary
(Swarm Application)
Unit
Pilot
Payload Operator
Observer (1)
RPA (average)
RPA Maintenance (11% of operating cost)**
Insurance
Dispatch/Return to Service

$

Quanitity

25.357

Total Unit
Cost
1 $
36,06
1 $
36,06
1 $
36,06
10 $ 253.570
10
10
10

Hourly
$
36
$
36
$
36

Percentage Total Labor Cost to Total Operating Costs

Daily (8hrs)
$
288
$
288
$
288

$

total mission costs (1 hr)*
$
36
$
36
$
36
$
52
$
57
$
493
144 $
180
$
891
12%

* This represents actual cost for each mission while it is actually being flown.
It does not include preparation, after mission costs or any other time
spent by persons to be on the job but not actually flying the mission.
** The cost is based solely on replacement cost of the RPA.
Because of the variation of RPA design the cost of fuel and
other variables, operating costs will vary significantly.

Table 2. RPAS Cost Summary
Table 2 presents a notional example of how application of swarming technology to allow one pilot, one
payload operator and one observer to perhaps control and manage up to 10 aircraft can reduce the overall
cost of operations. There are many regulatory and social barriers that will have to be overcome for this concept to ever be employed in any condition outside of very tightly controlled situations and airspace environments.
While the example above may demonstrate work needs to be done to take more operating cost out of
each mission, there are other applications where the costs may not be so far away from task accomplishment using traditional human operated methods. Because agriculture is such a prominent opportunity for
the use of RPAS there may be opportunity in applications related to that industry that can become cost effective. However, even there real cost savings will be found when human labor can be reduced or redirected to more demanding tasks though system automation and system persistence over time. For example:
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land photography, chemical application, livestock surveillance, fence reconnaissance, grain bin inspection,
irrigation system inspection. All of these applications will require cost trade studies to determine if the cost
of specialized RPAS equipment outweighs traditional methods of accomplishment.

CONCLUSIONS
Although US and EU efforts have been positive and rewarding many actions are still required. Both regions are actively forging ahead to allow the use of RPAS in a safe and reliable manner; however, this process needs to be addressed taking into account all the actors, the regulators, the national authorities and the
pilots community such IFALPA, IAOPA, AOPA, EAA. The work that is being accomplished is taking
different forms to some degree because of the vision of how this RPAS technology can best be applied. As
the Regional Airline Association (RAA) Interim President Faye Malarkey Black said: “The pathway for
integrating Unmanned Aircraft Systems into the national airspace must be forged from the strongest of
safety and training standards. […] While it is exciting to welcome these technological advances, they cannot outweigh time and systems-tested assurances for the high level of safety that exist in the National Airspace System today.”
Within the timeframe covered by this research, both the EU and the US air traffic management systems
will have begun to allow use of some categories of RPAS under different safety rules. The technological
barriers, despite some advancements are achieved, are not enough in order to assure the safe integration of
those systems without a minimum set of rules. Sense and Avoid issues seem to be a ‘big bone’ and some
interesting developments are under way. Taking a look to the future, although seems promising, it needs to
be reshaped continuously in order to cope with the changing environment, technology, safety and needs.
Another discussion point is the level of human involvement and how this can affect the costs and which
could be the inflection point between affordable or not: Maybe the answer is not so encouraging but it
needs to be addressed.
Small RPAS will become a routine throughout both continents and larger RPAS will have begun to perform work on a limited base using very predictable flight paths over sparsely populated areas. This daily
routine of these systems performing tasks without interruption of people’s daily lives and in many cases
providing services that directly interact with the general population will foster an acceptance of the technology. This acceptance will be complete once privacy and liability concerns will be addressed.. Some areas are not mature at that time but a first approach is needed shortly. Manufacturing processing will have
matured to a point where it may become less expensive to build a new aircraft when required than it will be
to repair an existing one. In addition new materials, design and swarming capabilities will open an unimaginable niche.
Education effort needs to be a pillar in each institution, each part needs to understand pros and cons and
be part of the solution, like it or not. More research is required in the area of collaboration between the continents as this may be an area of competition. This competitive environment may drive differences between
system implementation as a way of protecting some of the market value for local entities. However, an
open and intraoperative system design between the two continents could have a compounding effect to help
the overall economies of both be better suited to compete with the Asian and African continent’s growing
economies on the World level.
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